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•A theory of intonation in tone languages is one of interactions 
or absence thereof   

•3 types of tone-intonation interactions: 

•accommodation, submission and avoidance  
(Hyman & Monaka, 2008; Downing, 2017)                                                                                 

•A 4th type of interaction: superposition 
(Beckman, 1995; Pierrehumbert & Beckman, 1988; Downing, 2017) 

•“intonational tones [ ] affect the pitch range or register of 
other tones in the representation” (Downing, 2017:388)

Overview
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•EMPIRICAL: experimental study on global f0 shift 

•Production & Perception studies 

•Modality: Declarative questions vs Declarative 

•THEORETICAL: propose an Intonational Model that:  

•explicitly represents global intonational shift 
(superposition)

Aims
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Background
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•Ede Chaabe (cbj, Benin) 
•3 level tones: H, M, L 

•2 forms of yes/no questions: 
•particle “nɟ̀ɛ”́ and “cé“ 
•intonational 
•lower f0 in decl. questions 

                 (Alo, 1991; Mamadou & al, 2020) 

•3-Way contrast 

 Bíjɔ ́ló gbówó fólówó  
 ‘It was Biyo who gave the money to its owner’

QuestionStatement Exclamation



Production Study



•Hypotheses: 
1. Yes/No questions have a final L% and a lower global 

f0 than statements  
2. Both local and global intonation affects all tones 

•Predictions: 
•Questions are marked: 

•by presence of final L% 
•lower global register than statements 

Hypothesis and Predictions
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CORPUS 

•12 utterances with same tones throughout were recorded (3 tones*2 
modalities *2 lengths) 

SUBJECT 

•24 participants (11 female; 13 male)  

METHOD 

•Randomized and presented in 3 blocks via Psychopy 

•participants produced a question when they heard a statement and 
vice versa 

•Total 828 tokens analyzed (-1 participant (23))

Methods
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Results
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Short, H-toned

• Questions have lower f0 than statements in all-H utterances: 
• 85% CI or more, starting from 2nd syllable
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Results
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Long, H-toned

• Questions have lower f0 than statements in all-H utterances: 
• 95% CI or more, starting from 4th syllable
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•Our predictions were (mostly) borne out 

•There is a L% in questions 

•H-toned utterances have higher f0 in statements  

•Nuanced Global effect predictions: 

•short and long utterances show difference from 2nd 
and 4th syllables, respectively 

•No f0 difference in M- and L-toned utterances 

•How then is contrast preserved in Mid- and Low-toned 
utterances?

Results
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Duration Results
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• Final vowels ~40ms longer in questions  
• Across all three tones



•The following properties are true of questions in Ede Chaabe: 

•has globally AND gradually lower f0 

•lowering begins relatively later in utterance  

•boundary L% 

•longer utterance-final vowels 

•Tone quality matters 

•Outstanding Question: how important is the gradual lowering 
in question identification, i.e can questions do without it?

Interim Summary
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Perception Study



•What is the role of local (final L%) and global pitch levels in 
question identification? 

•Hypothesis: 
•Both local and global pitch levels affect question 

identification in Chaabe 

•Predictions: 
• Questions are identified through presence of: 

•Lower global pitch level (Register) 
•Lower final pitch

Hypothesis and Predictions
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Experimental Design
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STIMULI 
•2 continua from “bíyɔ ́

nɛẃó” 

•5 global (10Hz) vs 4 L% 
(-17Hz) levels 

•40 resynthesized stimuli  

SUBJECTS 

•24 participants (11F; 13M) 

METHOD 
•2 alternative forced-choice 

labeling task



•Main effects: 

•*L% (coef=2.97, 
z=8.43, p<.001) 

•*Register  
 (coef=-.29, 
z=-2.53, p=.01)

Results
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•*L% : Lower levels of L% lead to a bigger proportion of question identification 

•Register: Higher levels of Register lead to smaller proportion of question identification

Tajudeen Mamadou Yacoubou
( Mamadou & D’Imperio, ms. )



•Ede Chaabe is a ‘Lax’ prosody language  
        (Rialland, 2007, 2009) 

•Question identification unaffected by absence of gradual 
lowering  

•But participants reported that some stimuli were unnatural 

•Two types of tone-intonation interactions: 

A. Tone accommodates intonation at utterance boundaries 

B. Intonation is “superposed” on stretches of tones

DISCUSSION
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A Categorial Model of 
Superposition



•Proposal:  
•the grammar encodes 2 reference lines (RL): 
•l and h, such that l = h - 1 (level) 
• Similar in spirit to Lindau (1986)’s (Cf. Garding & Bruce, 1981) 

•In questions, the f0 RL is l meaning every tone will be uttered 
at a lower register

Intonational Model
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Results
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Results
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•Captures the 3-way contrast in Ede Chaabe

RL-h RL-l

L% Exclamation Question

Ø Statement ——

Intonation Model
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•Global effect is phonological 

•Better analyzed independently from the L% 

•Model predicts a 4-way typology of Global and L% 
interaction

Conclusion
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Thanks!
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Appendix 1: alternating LH
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Appendix 2: Gradient Model
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Hn = d(Hn-1 - r) + r

Gradient Model of Downstep (Liberman & Pierrehumbert, 1984)

 d is the down step coefficient; r is the ref. Line








